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Strength through 
Adversity
Re-establishing quality, trust and 
reputation

Disclosure of Relevant
Financial Relationships
• The following faculty of this continuing 

education activity has no relevant financial 
relationships with commercial interests to 
disclose:
– Michelle DuJardin, JD, FACHE, FACMPE

– Sue van der Sommen, FACHE, FACMPE
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Faculty
• Michelle DuJardin, JD, FACHE, 

FACMPE
– Senior Director, Institute Administration

Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital

• Sue van der Sommen, FACHE, 
FACMPE
– Healthcare Executive

Learning Objectives
• Recognize the skills required to quickly assess 

a situation, distinguish long-term solutions 
from short-term necessity for rapid change.

• Learn to analyze a systemic problem and 
discover the difference between managing a 
situation and leading.
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Agenda
• Example Case Review of a compilation 

of multiple experiences/situations 
requiring leading through adversity

• Skill set review/playbook to lead a team 
through a challenging time or change
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Adversity in Healthcare
• Found in EVERY organization whether it is:

– Financial

– Operational

– Clinical

– Morale/Trust

• Importance is how to overcome and LEAD 
through these times
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Adversity in Healthcare
• Case study of a combination of real issues at 

multiple organizations to include:
– Adult Academic Hospital

– Pediatric Academic Hospital

– Private Community Hospital

– Private Healthcare System

– Private Practice Physician Group
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Signs and Symptoms of A Clinical 
Program in Turmoil

• Difficulty with recruitment, retention

• Shifting physician leadership

• Unstable Administrative Leadership

• Waning reputation

• Culture shift: comprehensive community 
model to academic or integration into a new 
healthcare system or organization
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• We are tasked with stabilizing the 
Clinical Program and preparing for 
growth and Program Expansion
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And so, the story begins … 
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Programs Rapid assessment reveals deeper 
concerns
• More administrative human resources identified

– lack of accountability, alignment and leadership 
among the group

• Staff unable to answer – “so, what do your 
responsibilities entail?”

• Physicians display a lack of interest in administrative 
leadership involvement
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… and further down the rabbit hole we go …
• Lack of alignment, leadership and accountability  

becomes apparent throughout the programs

– Open distrust of c-suite leadership

– Lack of transparency and collaboration– division 
leaders will not permit administrator leadership to 
attend meetings resulting in lack of partnership; 
zero transparency

– Identification of pay practices/compensation 
concerns that, though legal & compliant, are not 
fiscally responsible
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• Based on the signs and symptoms 
identified, the Clinical Program will need 
to be rebuilt with transparency, honesty 
with an unwavering focus on quality, 
regulatory and compliance – how is this 
done?
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The Rebuild Phase
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• Consider external experts to provider 
review/assessment

• Obtain 360 feedback from ALL members of the team

• Determine next steps – make a plan
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… starts with a strong foundation and 
expert facilitators
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THE GOAL: 

Build a world-class program predicated on quality measures and 
exceptional outcomes

To achieve this goal, we need to:

Rebuild trust among key stakeholders 

Recruit strong leaders focused on quality, with excellent 
communication skills

Develop a team with inherent trust in each other and the ability to 
achieve the goal

Ensure transparency in communication throughout the organization
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Leadership
The ability to align a team towards achieving a common goal

• Identify Physician Director to lead program during transition

• Rely on external experts– deep understanding of the issues at hand

• Identify Administrative Leadership to lead program during transition

• Consider including:

• Physician Co-Directors (surgical and/or medical) for checks and 
balances

• Physician quality director with focused oversight on metrics, change 
management

• Triad leadership structure with physician directors, administrative 
director and nursing director

• Physician division leaders responsible for quality measures, 
engagement scores, communication

• Leadership Operations Team created for transparency, ongoing communication
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Structure
A well‐established leadership structure is essential for decision making, 

process improvement & oversight

LeadershipLeadership
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Communication is KEY!

• Important to get the information from the Leadership Operations Team to 
the staff, physicians and rest of the organization

– Establish a cascade of communication that occurs routinely 
throughout the Program

– Meetings to provide updates to leadership team, c-suite & staff 
regarding recruitment efforts and program development

– Active Listening is VITAL – mutual understanding
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Communication: 
The exchange of information to gain a mutual understanding

Leadership

• Ensure transparency for full organizational and program involvement

– Establish a leadership operations team to include true leaders (not 
just in title only)

– Involve staff members in recruitment so they feel engaged

– Routine meetings with admin team, including involving them in 
leadership operations meetings, for full transparency

– A small change requested by your team can have HUGE impact

• MOVE THE SCALE
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Involvement: creating an environment in which key stakeholders participate 

in decision making, leading to better relationships, enhanced engagement

Structure Leadership Communication
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• Establish the vision.

• Communicate the mission.

• Leaders must lead – every moment of every day.

– Make the mission, vision and values mean something more 
than the words on paper

– Ensure every team member not only understands the mission 
& vision, but that they, too, are living it.

– Accountability is key

21

Alignment: The mission, vision and values of an organization are more 
than just words. They must be lived by all to make it real.

Structure Leadership Communication Involvement

• Multiple moving parts of any program, but perhaps 
more so in a program that includes medical and 
surgical subspecialties, ICU level care, ancillary 
services, inpatient and outpatient settings

• Coordination of services, staff and personnel became 
vitally important

• Mediate to develop partnership and aligned goals
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• Leadership participation at staff meetings – including physician director

• Strongly encouraging a “just culture”; reducing fear by listening; addressing and 
responding to concerns in real time

• Built culture of accountability – actions have consequences; addressed in a fair 
and equitable manner 

• Engaging physicians in processes and change, while ensuring accountability

• Process changes included physicians, though some were not always happy with 
the changes

• Learning is not a “one-and-done”; it takes commitment – theme throughout the course of 
the “rebuild” and continues to this day
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The cornerstone of a learning organization is ensuring competence 
among its team members

– Skills: How do we ensure the team maintains its technical skills?

– Knowledge: How do we ensure appropriate knowledge of current 
practices?

– Behavior: How do we behave in a way that is congruent with our 
team?

– Judgement: How do we adequately and appropriately ensure all of 
this is occurring?
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To mitigate risk, one must be able to recognize it before it 
occurs

Where are our weak spots?

Are our staff comfortable speaking up?

Do we have a robust, anonymous way to report risk?

Can we openly and transparently discuss risk without 
blame and fear of retribution?
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Faculty Biography/Contact Info
Michelle DuJardin

SENIOR DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE ADMINISTRATION

Michelle DuJardin leads the administration of the Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital Institute for 
Brain Protection Sciences, Cancer & Blood Disorders Institute, International Services, and Rehab 
Services. She joined the team in 2016 and has more than 20 years of health care and 
administrative experience. Mrs. DuJardin is a certified Fellow of the American College of 
Healthcare Executives and a certified Fellow of the American College of Medical Practice 
Executives. She earned her Bachelor of Science in Health Services Administration from the 
University of Central Arkansas and earned a law degree from the University of Arkansas at Little 
Rock. She spent much of her health care career at the University of Arkansas for Medical 
Sciences where she held various leadership and administrative roles in pediatric anesthesiology 
and neuroscience.

Contact Information: michelledujardin@jhmi.edu

Faculty Biography/Contact Info
Sue van der Sommen

Healthcare Executive

After spending 17 years at Bassett Healthcare in Cooperstown, New York in a variety of leadership 
roles, Ms. van der Sommen joined Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital as the Senior Director of 
the Cancer and Blood Disorders Institute. She also assumed administrative oversight of the 
International Program and Maternal Fetal Neonatal Institute during leadership transition. Ms. van 
der Sommen joined Allegheny Health Network in February of 2021 where she was Vice President 
of the Pediatrics Institute until July of 2022.  Ms. van der Sommen is a fellow of the American 
College of Healthcare Executives and American College of Medical Practice Executives. She 
received her undergraduate degree in English from New York University and Master of Healthcare 
Administration from Walden University.

Contact Information: susan.vandersommen@gmail.com
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